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Abstra t
The impa t of o ean spray on the dynami s of the marine
atmospheri boundary layer (MABL) in onditions of very
high (hurri ane) wind speeds is investigated. To that end
a model of the MABL in presen e of sea spume spray is
onstru ted. The model is based on the lassi al theory of
the motion of suspended parti les in a turbulent ow, where
the mass on entration of droplets is not mandatory small.
A des ription of the spume droplets generation in the model
assumes that they being torn o from breaking waves are
inje ted in the form of a jet of spray into the airow at the
altitude of breaking rests. The distribution of droplets inside
the jet is proportional to the radius to the power 2; the total
produ tion of droplets is proportional to the length of wave
breaking fronts. Droplets ae t the MABL dynami s in two
ways: via redistribution of the momentum between droplets
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and air forming the so- alled spray stress, and via the impa t
of droplets on the turbulent mixing through strati ation. The
latter is parameterized through the extension of the MoninObukhov similarity theory. At high wind speeds the tearing o
shortest breaking wave rests results in the appearan e of the
near surfa e sheet of spray with the mixture density ex eeding
the air density in few times. The spray stress me hanism per se
leads to the in rease of the momentum ux in the MABL. The
dominant impa t of droplets on the MABL dynami s appears
through strati ation. That leads to the suppression of the
turbulent mixing and the momentum ux in the MABL and,
as a onsequen e, to the a eleration of the wind velo ity and
the suppression of the sea surfa e drag. Model results are
onsistent with observations.
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As a result of in reasing frequen y and intensity of tropi al
y lones (see, e.g., Bla k et al., 2007), an a urate fore asting
of y lone evolution and o ean response is be oming of
prin iple importan e in redu tion threats to human lives
and property in oastal regions. The energy ex hange at the
air-sea interfa e is one of major physi al pro esses governing
hurri ane intensity hange. The air-sea ex hanges of heat,
moisture and momentum determines how hurri anes gain
their strength and intensity from the o ean (Bla k et al., 2007).
On the other hand these ex hanges, of momentum in the
rst pla e, determine the response of the o ean resulting in
storm surges, waves and urrents. While eorts to fore ast
hurri ane tra ks have improved greatly, the ability to fore ast
hurri anes intensity has shown little skill (Bla k et al., 2007;
and referen es there). Understanding and a proper des ription
of the air-sea ex hange pro esses is thus ru ial in in reasing
quality of the tropi al y lones modeling.
The present study is aimed at better understanding of the
ex hange of momentum in hurri anes.
There is indire t eviden e that at hurri ane wind speeds the
drag oe ient does not in rease with the in reasing wind.
Modelling studies of the tropi al y lone storms (e.g., Emanuel,
1995; Frank, 1984; Kaplan and Frank, 1993) showed, that
y lones annot attain their observed intensity with traditional
parameterizations of the drag oe ient, and it is ne essary
ad ho to redu e the drag. Emanuel (1995) showed, that
the intensity of hurri anes depends on the magnitude of the
surfa e ex hange oe ients; in parti ular, the maximum
wind speed in hurri anes depends on the ratio of enthalpy
to the momentum ex hange oe ient. That should be in
the range 1.2-1.5 to explain the observed winds. The value
ex eeds twi e a value if a traditional parameterization of the
drag oe ient (linear in rease with the wind speed) is used.
The saturation of the surfa e stress with an in reasing
wind speed is impli itly supported by the s atterometer
measurements. Data by Donnely et al. (1999) on the C-band
o ean ba ks atter at high wind onditions learly showed a
saturation of the ba ks atter power at the wind speed ex eeding
25 m s -± . The relation of the surfa e geometri al roughness
(height of short waves that s atter the radio waves) to the wind
surfa e stress is not obvious. However, if su h relation does
exist, the saturation of the ba ks atter at high wind speed
presumes the de rease of the surfa e drag oe ient.
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The rst experimental eviden e of the saturation of the surfa e
drag at hurri ane wind speeds was reported by Powell et al.
(2003). They obtained the wind velo ity proles by releasing
Global Positioning System drop wind sondes in tropi al
y lones and found, that the drag oe ient levels o and
starts to de rease with a further in rease in the wind speed
above the hurri ane for e of about 34 m s -± . This is ontrary to
the traditional parameterizations that predi t in rease of the
drag oe ient with an in reasing wind speed, and supports
the ad ho apping of the drag oe ient used in the hurri ane
modeling.
Jarosz et al. (2007) used the so- alled "bottom-up" determination of the air-sea momentum ex hange under extreme wind
onditions. This method is based on urrent measurements in
the water olumn below a passing tropi al y lone. The drag
oe ient is then obtained from the along-shelf momentum
balan e. The authors onrmed the nding by Powell et al.
(2003): the drag oe ient peaks at a wind speed near 32 m
s -± and then steadily de reases as the wind speed ontinues to
rise.
Powell et al. (2003) spe ulate that in reased foam overage
resulting from intensively breaking waves ould progressively
form a 'slip' surfa e at the air-sea interfa e that leads to the
redu tion of the sea drag at the wind speed above 40 m s -± . In
addition sea spray is hypothesized to signi antly inuen e
the transfer of momentum. Their eviden e is ited: 'As the
wind approa hes 50 m s -± , the sea be omes ompletely overed
by a layer of foam and it is di ult to dis ern individual
wave-breaking elements in the redu ed visibility from spray
and rain'.
State of the Sea Card des ribes this regime (wind for e 12,
wind speed greater than 31 m s -± ) as: 'The air is lled with
foam and spray. Sea ompletely white with driving spray;
visibility very seriously ae ted.'
Postulating that o ean spray is responsible for the pe uliar
behavior of the drag oe ient at hurri ane wind speeds we
arrive at a lassi al problem of the two-phase uid dynami s.
Lighthill (1999) postulated 'the need to ll gaps in knowledge
about o ean spray at extreme wind speeds'. He himself was
interested in the impa t of spray on the thermodynami s
of tropi al y lones. His study was aimed at estimating
the probability distribution for the height of a parti ular
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spray droplet after it leaves the o ean surfa e. He used an
approa h, whi h he alled 'somewhat intermediate between
the two' (statisti al theory of turbulen e and the Monte Carlo
simulations of droplet traje tories).
In the present study we are interested in the impa t of spray
on the dynami s of the atmosphere, in parti ular, on the
resistan e of the sea surfa e. That is why we keep staying with
the approa h based on the statisti al theory of turbulen e and
will not dis uss other approa hes.
The theory of the motion of suspended parti les (spray
droplets in our ase) in a turbulent ow of in ompressible
uid (air in our ase) was developed by Barenblatt (1953,
1955) and Kolmogorov (1954) (see also monographs by, for
example, Azbel (1981); Barenblatt (1996); Monin and Yaglom
(1971); and the literature ited there). The fundamental
postulate of the theory is the assumption that the size of the
suspended parti les is small in omparison with the length
s ales of turbulen e. That permits to assume that they form a
ontinuous distribution of mixture in the basi uid (Monin
and Yaglom, 1971). The density of the mixture is written in
the form
ρ = ρa (± - s) + ρw s = ρa + (ρw - ρa )s,

(1.1)

where ρa and ρw are the air and the water density, s is the volume
on entration of droplets. The Boussinesq approximation is
used; that is the density variation (mass on entration)
(ρw - ρa )s
ρa

= σs ≪ ±

(1.2)

is assumed to be small and is a ounted for only in terms
related to the a tion of gravity, i.e. the buoyan y for e term
in the equation for the turbulent kineti energy (TKE). Here,
σ is the relative ex ess of the parti le density over the uid
density and σ s is the mass on entration. For the same reason
the impa t of parti les on the momentum balan e equation is
omitted.
The approa h was su essfully applied to several two-phase
geophysi al ows, e.g., dust storms (Barenblatt and Golitsyn,
1974), silts on bea hes, o ean oor and river beds (Bagnold,
1962; Bridge and Domini , 1984), drifting snow (Bintanja,
2000) and others (see original iting in mentioned referen es).
The essen e of the theory is that parti les being embedded
into the uid ow form a stable stratied layer that damps the
turbulent mixing and results in a eleration of the ow.
It is rather surprising that the appli ation of the approa h to
the problem of sea spray in hurri anes was overlooked for
quite a long time, may be be ause of the la k of observations.
The nding of Powell et al. (2003) boosted up several theoreti-
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al studies aiming at the explanation of the observed redu tion
of the sea drag. Makin (2005) (hereinafter M05) suggested
that at high wind speeds above 30 m s -± a thin (with thi kness
less than the signi ant wave height) atmospheri boundary
layer adja ent to the surfa e turns to a regime of limited
saturation by suspended light sea droplets (dimensionless fall
velo ity ω = a/κu* < ±, where a is the terminal fall velo ity,
κ is von Karman onstant and u* is the fri tion velo ity).
At this regime the Ri hardson number in this layer rea hes
the riti al value. That results in a redu tion of the surfa e
drag and a eleration of the airow. Using the solution by
Barenblatt (e.g., Barenblatt, 1996) for the ow in a regime of
limited saturation and some empiri al knowledge he managed
to explain the redu tion of the drag oe ient, as observed by
Powell et al. (2003). However, the assumption that the ow
turns into that regime near the surfa e is questionable.
Barenblatt et al. (2005) applied the general theory of suspended parti les in the turbulent uid developed by Barenblatt
and Kolmogorov. They assumed that large droplets (ω ≫ ±)
play the dominant role in the dynami s of the air ow and
showed that the redu tion of the turbulen e intensity leads to
a sharp ow a eleration. They suggested a "sandwi h" model,
where droplets form a thin layer with a onstant on entration
just below the height of breaking waves. Be ause the on entration of droplets vary fast with height, there exists a sharp
upper boundary of the o ean spray, and the a eleration of the
airow is onned to that layer. However, the hoi e of the
parameters they used in their example is questionable.
Kudryavtsev (2006) (hereinafter K06) followed in general
lines the approa h by Barenblatt and Golitsyn (1974) and
developed a more elaborated model. He suggested that the
ee t of sea droplets on the turbulent marine atmospheri
boundary layer (MABL) is similar to the ee t of temperature
strati ation. Both ae t turbulen e by the similar manner
- through the buoyan y for e. K06 suggested to adopt the
well established universal fun tions of the Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory for the stably stratied boundary layer to
des ribe the dynami s of the MABL in presen e of spray.
This approa h was also used by Bye and Jenkins (2006) in
their study of the surfa e drag at high winds. K06 found,
that sea droplets of the observed on entrations annot
ae t the MABL dynami s, unless one assumes, that they
are inje ted into the airow well above the sea surfa e at
altitude of breaking wave rests. In order to take this into
a ount K06 introdu ed the volume sour e of droplets in the
onservation equation for spray. This term is proportional to
the length of wave breaking fronts and models the generation
of spume droplets, whi h being torn o from wave rests are
then inje ted into the airow at some altitude. As shown,
spume droplets may signi antly ae t the turbulent mixing
at strong wind speeds leading to a eleration of the near
surfa e wind speed and redu tion of the surfa e drag, similar
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to that as observed by Powell et al. (2003). However, K06
noti ed that results of his model depend signi antly on the
droplets radius, whi h was imposed (though in a ordan e
with observations) and assumed independent from the wind
speed . Drawba ks of su h assumption was re ently argued by
Kudryavtsev and Makin (2009) (hereinafter KM09). The other
problem mentioned in K06 is that when the ee t of droplets
on the surfa e drag be omes signi ant, the ontribution of
droplets to the mixture density be omes large and omparable
with the air density. Therefore, the question how does the
ndings by K06 orrespond to the reality remains open.
On the ontrary to the referred above papers Andreas (2004)
ignored the ee t of sea spray on the atmospheri strati ation
and fo used on their impa t on the momentum balan e in the
atmospheri boundary layer. In the droplet evaporation layer
he split the total stress into turbulent and spray supported
parts. He postulated a heuristi relation for the surfa e spray
ux; assuming its exponential de ay with height he showed,
that spray slows the 10-m wind by over 3 m s -± . This is an
opposite behavior to what was found in ited papers above.
As found, at the wind speed of 30 m s -± and less the ee t
of sea droplets on the surfa e momentum ux is negligible.
However, due to a strong wind speed dependen e of the sea
droplets produ tion their impa t rapidly in reases, and at the
wind speed of 60 m s -± sea droplets dominate the surfa e
momentum balan e and redu e the drag oe ient. Andreas
points out that this result does not orroborate or vi e versa the
results by Powell et al. (2003) as they analyze dierent drag
oe ients. Andreas's drag oe ient models the surfa e
stress that supports the fri tional drag of the air, while Powell
et al. (2003) relate the total surfa e stress to the wind speed
and thus analyze the lassi al drag oe ient. It seems
questionable that the orre t des ription of the atmospheri
boundary layer with droplets ould be done negle ting the
ee t of droplets strati ation.
We also mention a pioneering study of the aerodynami
roughness of the water surfa e at extreme winds in the
laboratory onditions as reported by Donelan et al. (2004).
They also observed a saturation of the surfa e drag at the wind
speed ex eeding 33 m s -± but for a dierent reason than in
the open o ean. In the laboratory onditions spray does not
play a signi ant role in the dynami s of the air ow. The
separation of the airow from ontinually breaking rests is
suggested as a me hanism leading to the redu tion of the
drag oe ient. This me hanism is explained by theoreti al
studies by Kudryavtsev and Makin (2007) (hereinafter KM07)
and Kukulka et al. (2007).
The goal of the present study is to developed a model of
the impa t of o ean spray on the dynami s of the MABL by
generalizing our previous studies (M05; K06; KM07; KM09).
The study is motivated by the following reasons. First, the
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assumption that the mass on entration is small (σ s ≪ ±)
loses its validity, when the on entration of droplets be omes
signi ant. The momentum equation for the water-air
mixture should be free of su h restri tion. Se ond, the impa t
of droplets on the atmospheri boundary layer dynami s is
determined by their s ale/radius. Therefore, a spray model
is needed to des ribe onsistently the droplets generation
and their ee t on turbulen e. Third, most of droplets are
produ ed by the wind tearing o the breaking wave rests
generating spume droplets. In the same time the airow
separation from breaking waves ae ts the aerodynami
surfa e roughness. Therefore, a MABL model should take into
a ount a dual ee t of breaking waves that form the surfa e
drag and produ e spume droplets and that , in turn, ae ts the
momentum and the TKE balan e in the MABL.
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Mass and momentum balan
presen

e of o

(2.1)

where j = ±, ², ³. Finally, (iii) the volume and mass onentration of droplets in the air is small, i.e. σ s ≪ ± and
s ≪ ±.
In the present paper the mass on entration of droplets σ s
is onsidered to be not mandatory small; this is the only
dieren e with the lassi al formulation of the problem.
Thus terms of order σ s are not negle ted in the momentum
onservation equation (the non-Bousinesq approximation) as
is done in the original formulation.
2.1 Governing equations

The governing mass and momentum onservation equations
for a two-phase uid free of the ondition σ s ≪ ± are given
in the Appendix. The equations are written in the Cartesian
oordinate system; their dire t appli ation for the MABL above
the wavy surfa e is not straightforward. A ommon onvention
is followed through this study: the averaged momentum and
mass onservation equations over the mean water surfa e
that hara terize the intera tion of the airow with the water
surfa e in terms of the roughness s ales are used. First, the
momentum and mass onservation equations for the MABL
domain above the wave rests, where the use of governing
equations in the Cartesian oordinate system is obvious, are
onsidered. Then the domain adja ent to the wavy surfa e,
where the dire t use of these equation in the Cartesian system
is not trivial and some additional assumptions are required, is
des ribed. Finally, the semi-empiri al momentum and mass
onservation equations that are valid in the full domain above
and below wave breaking rests are proposed (see Appendix
for details).
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The present study is based on the lassi al theory of the motion
of suspended parti les in a turbulent ow of in ompressible
uid developed by Barenblatt (1953, 1955) and Kolmogorov
(1954). The main assumptions of the theory are the following:
(i) the size of the suspended parti les is small in omparison
with the length s ale of turbulen e and (ii) the a eleration
of the uid and parti les is small in omparison with the
a eleration due to gravity. As a onsequen e of the latter
assumption the horizontal velo ity of droplets uw±,² oin ides
with the horizontal velo ity of the air ua±,² , and the verti al
velo ity uw³ diers from the verti al velo ity ua³ of the air by a
onstant value of the terminal fall velo ity of droplets a, i.e.
uwj = uaj - aδj³ ,

onditions

If wind waves are represented as a superposition of the narrow
band waves with the wavenumber in the range from k to k + dk ,
the governing onservation equations read
∂  
(s u³ - as̄)
∂z

dVs

for mass and

= dVs ,
= Fs δ(z - hb )
= F°s db Lb δ(z - hb )

(2.2)
(2.3)

∂
(ρ̄u± u³ )
∂z
dΠs

(2.4)
= -dΠs
(2.5)
= ∆ps hb Lb δ(z - hb )
for momentum. Hereinafter, the verti al oordinate x³ used
in the Appendix is repla ed by z. In equations (2.2) - (2.5)
s u³ and u± u³ are the turbulent kinemati ux of droplets and
momentum; ρ̄ = ρa +(ρw - ρa )s̄ is the mean density of the mixture
(hereinafter, the bar over the mean density and the mean
droplets on entration is omitted); dVs is the rate of spume
droplets produ tion per unit volume; dΠs is the for e per unit
volume aused by the divergen e of the momentum ux; δ(x)
is the Dira delta fun tion; hb is the height of the breaking
wave rests related to the wavenumber as hb /² = ε/k, ε being
the steepness of breaking waves, taken here as ε = °.µ so that
hb = ±/k; Fs is the ux of spume droplets from all breaking
rests expressed through the length of breaking rests per unit
area Lb as Fs = F°s db Lb (KM09); db = ǫk-± (ǫ is a small onstant)
is the thi kness of the outlet of a jet of droplets inje ted into
the airow from a breaking rest at altitude z = hb (see Figure
1a in KM09); F°s is the ux of droplets from unit area of a
breaking rest; ∆ps is the pressure drop on the forward side of a
breaking wave. Sin e sea droplets are inje ted into the airow
from breaking rests, the droplets ux s u³ at the surfa e must
vanish.
2.2 Droplets produ tion and separation stress

The inje tion of droplets presumes that they being torn away
from a breaking rest are further a elerated to mat h the
airow velo ity us in the vi inity of the wave rest. As shown
by KM09, the for e required to a elerate these droplets to us
is ρw F°s us and equals the lo al turbulent wind stress over the
breaking rest τ . Thus ρw F°s us = τ and the spume droplets ux
reads
F°s = (τ /ρw )/us ∝ us .

(2.6)

Equation (2.6) des ribes the overall (integrated over the
droplets radius) produ tion of droplets from an individual
breaking rest. The distribution of droplets over size is

Mass and momentum balan e in presen e of o ean spray
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dened from the balan e of the restoring for e asso iated with
the surfa e tension for e a ting on the droplet surfa e and the
dynami pressure for e asso iated with the turbulent velo ity
dierential over the droplet (Kolmogorov 1949). Applying
the Kolmogorov-Obukhov theory of the lo al stru ture of
turbulen e for the inner boundary layer over a breaking rest,
where spume droplets are produ ed, KM09 found, that spume
droplets inje ted into the airow in the form of a jet have the
following distribution over size
F°s = ³(τ /ρw )u r

-± -³
s °

Z

r <r°

r ² dr,

(2.7)

where r° is the maximal radius of droplets
r° ∝ (γν /k)±/³ u-±* , .

(2.8)

Here, γ is the surfa e water tension, ν is the kinemati
vis osity, and u* = (τ /ρa )±/² is the fri tion velo ity in the MABL.
The pressure drop ∆ps that a ts on the forward side of the
breaking wave, equation (2.5), was estimated by Kudryavtsev
and Makin (2001) (hereinafter KM01) by using the analogy
between the airow separation (AFS) from a breaking rest
and a separated ow from the ba kward fa ing step as
∆ps

=

±
²
± ρ us ,
²

(2.9)

where ± is a onstant of O(±), and us is the same wind velo ity
s ale as in (2.7).

onditions

(1985) that a lo al balan e exists between the wind energy
input and the wave breaking dissipation. Λ(k ) an be then
expressed as (Melville and Matusov 2002; Gemmri h et al.
2008)
Λ(k ) ∝ k-± (u* /

Lb = Λ(k)dk .

(2.10)

In order to nd the ontribution of all breaking waves on the
"separation for e" Πs and on the total produ tion of droplets
Vs , equations (2.3) and (2.5) should be integrated over k. Using
the integration variable hange x = z - ±/k and dk = (z - x)-² dx
after integration with the delta-fun tion δ (x) the following
equations are obtained
Vs (z) = ǫF°s z-² Λ(k)|k=±/z , ,
(2.11)
-²
Πs (z) = ∆ps z Λ(k)|k=±/z ,
(2.12)
where Λ(k) is integrated over all dire tions. A spe i
distribution of the breaking fronts length Λ(k) is an open
question. Not numerous eld studies of the wave breaking
statisti s in terms of Λ(k ) (more pre isely in terms of Λ( ),
where is the velo ity of a breaker) showed that experimental
estimates of this quantity onrm the original idea by Phillips
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(2.13)

where B(k ) is the saturation wave spe trum, and is the phase
speed. The latter relation results from the assumption that
B(k ) ∝ u* / . This relation is used here. We noti e, however,
that the hoi e of Λ(k ) may ae t the following model results.
Substituting (2.13) in (2.11) and (2.12) and repla ing k by ±/z
the volume sour e of spume droplets and the separation for e
read
u²
Vs (z) ∝ F°s *² B(k)|k=±/z ,
(2.14)
gz
u²
Πs (z) ∝ ∆ps *² B(k)|k=±/z
(2.15)
gz
at z > ±/kb , and Vs (z) = ° and Πs (z) = ° at z < ±/kb . Sin e
F°s ∝ us , ∆ps ∝ u²s and B ∝ u* / equations (2.14) and (2.15)
predi t the wind speed dependen e of the droplets produ tion
and the AFS resistan e for e proportional to the power 4 and
5 orrespondingly. As follows from (2.14) and (2.15) both
the volume sour e of spume droplets produ tion and the
AFS resistan e for e attenuate rapidly with height. Thus the
a ura y of the spe i ation of the spe tral shape of the peak
of the wind-wave spe trum is not important. Therefore, we
simply suggest that
B(k) ∝ u±° /

2.3 Overall impa t of breaking waves

Equations (2.2) and (2.5) are valid for the narrow band surfa e
waves with the wavenumber from k to k + dk . A ording to
Phillips (1985) the length of wave breaking rests per unit
area Lb an be expressed through the spe tral density of the
breaking fronts length Λ(k) as

)² B(k ) ∝ k-± (u* / )³ ,

(2.16)

at < p , where p is the phase velo ity at the spe tral peak,
whi h is a fun tion of the dimensionless fet h x = Xg/u²±°; u±°
is the wind speed at 10-m height. The proportionality onstant
in (2.16) will be absorbed in other model onstants.
The range of breaking waves ontributing to the AFS and
the range of breaking waves providing the spume droplets
generation is not the same. KM01 suggested that the range of
breaking waves supporting the AFS is onned by the interval
k < kb ≃ ²° rad m -± . The shorter breaking waves generate
parasiti apillaries; that prevents the appearan e of the slope
dis ontinuity leading to the AFS. The shortest waves in the
interval k < kb break without the air entrainment, i.e without
generation of white aps asso iated with the produ tion of
spume droplets. Gemmri h et al. (2007) investigated the wave
breaking dynami s by tra ing visible white aps. They found
that the velo ity of the smallest white aps was about 1 m s -±
that orresponds to k of order O(10) rad m -± . The range of
breaking waves supporting the AFS is thus of the same order
but somewhat broader than the range of waves produ ing
spume droplets. In order to avoid unne essary ompli ations,
we dene the interval k < kb = ²° rad m -± as a unied range of
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breaking waves that provide the main ontribution to both the
AFS and the spume droplets produ tion.
The droplets ux F°s in (2.14) is dened by (2.7) and depends on
z via the velo ity s ale us and the maximal radius of generated
droplets r° dened by (2.8). However, as it follows from (2.14)
most of droplets are produ ed by breaking of short waves at
low altitudes. Therefore, we may ignore the dependen e of F°s
and r° on z and dene them for shortest breaking waves, i.e., r°
in (2.8) is repla ed by rb = r° (kb ) and us in (2.7) - by ub = us (k-±b ).
The remaining question is: what is the role of dominant
waves if most of droplets are produ ed by breaking of the
equilibrium range? Dulov et al. (2002) found, that dominant
waves strongly modulate the short wave breaking that leads to
its strong enhan ement on the dominant wave (DW) rest and
almost total suppression in the trough area. It is suggested,
that the produ tion of spume droplets torn from rests of
shortest breaking waves takes pla e on the rest of dominant
waves. Kudryavtsev and Makin (2002) (hereinafter KM02)
showed, that the modulation of wave breaking also leads to a
strong modulation of the aerodynami roughness; that along
with the airow undulation leads to a signi ant modulation
of the surfa e stress along the DW. The amplitude and the
phase of the surfa e stress modulation are dependent on the
inverse wave-age parameter u±° / p of the DW . For wind waves
hara terized by u±° / p > ±, the enhan ement of the stress
takes pla e on the DW rest with the ampli ation fa tor
equals to (± + ǫp Mτ ), where ǫp is the DW slope, and Mτ is the
modulation transfer fun tion (MTF) for the surfa e stress. As
shown by KM02 (see their Figure 5), at the wind speed of 10
m s -± Mτ varies from Mτ = ° at u±° / p = ± to Mτ = µ at u±° / p > ³.
Thus for the typi al slope of wind generated waves ǫp  °.±
this ampli ation fa tor is about 1.5. At higher wind speeds
the impa t of wave breaking on the aerodynami roughness
through the AFS be omes more pronoun ed; that, in turn,
in reases the droplets produ tion through Mτ .
Therefore, we suggest, that the surfa e stress that tears o
rests of short breaking waves on rests of the DW is amplied
by a fa tor (± + ǫp Mτ ). Governing equations des ribing the
spume droplets produ tion then read
Vs (z) = F°s

u²*
B(k)|k=±/z ,
gz²

F°s = (± + ǫp Mτ )

Z

r <rb

dF°s ,

(2.17)
(2.18)

dF°s = ³ °s (ρ/ρa )±/² u* rb-³ r ² ,
(2.19)
(2.20)
rb = r (γν /kb )±/³ u-±* ,
where °s = - s ln -± (kb z° ), s and r are tuning onstants, ǫp =
kp (²m°° )±/² is the steepness of the DW, and m°° is the varian e
of the sea surfa e displa ement. Noti e, that to derive (2.19)
the following relation for the wind velo ity s ale us in (2.7) is
used: us (±/kb ) ≡ ub = -(τ /ρ)±/² κ-± ln(kb z° ) (z° is the roughness
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parameter), wherefrom equation (2.19) follows. A ording
to (2.18)- (2.20) the overall produ tion of spume droplets
(integrated over the droplets radius) is proportional to the
wind speed to the power 4, while the rate of the generation of
spume droplets of a given radius (the spe trum of the spray
generation fun tion) depends on the wind speed to the power
7, equation (2.17).
The equation for the MTF Mτ was suggested by KM02 (their
equation (38) with (32)). To simplify the equation, it is
assumed, that the main ontribution to the modulation of
the aerodynami roughness is due to the AFS modulation
supported by short waves breaking. Then Mτ , suggested by
KM02, approximately reads
Mτ = ²(± - ² p /u±° ) + Mwb τs /τ ,

(2.21)

where Mwb  ²° is the MTF for the length of wave breaking
fronts (see Figure 2 from KM02), and τs /τ is the partial
ontribution of the separation stress to the total surfa e stress.
The rst term in (2.21) des ribes the impa t of the undulation
of the airow on the surfa e stress modulation; the se ond
one - the impa t of the aerodynami roughness via the AFS.
An example of the model simulation of τs /τ at very high wind
onditions is given in KM07 (their Figure 5). At u±° > ²° m s -±
the partial ontribution of the AFS is τs /τ  °.µ. In hurri anes
the inverse wave age of DW is u±° / p ² Ǒ µ. Thus at high wind
onditions the surfa e stress that tears o rests of short
breaking waves on rests of the DW an be enhan ed in two
times. This ee t is taken into a ount by equation (2.18).
2.4

Mass and momentum onservation equation

Droplets

The volume sour e (2.17), integrated over all breaking waves,
has to be substituted in the right-hand-side of the mass
onservation equation (2.2) instead of its spe tral analog dVs
in the wavenumber domain. The solution of this equation
depends on the droplets size through the terminal fall
velo ity a. The produ tion of droplets of dierent size is
in luded in (2.17) through the ux of spume droplets from
individual breaking waves F°s , equations (2.18)-(2.19). We
shall onsider the mass onservation equation (2.2) for the
spe tral on entration, i.e., for the on entration of droplets
with the radius in the range from r to r + dr. Hereinafter,
the hat over any quantity Y denotes its spe tral density (the
distribution over the droplets radius). If the spe
tral density Y^
R
^ With this
of a quantity Y is dened, its total value is Y = Ydr.
notation equation (2.2) with (2.17) reads
∂
[q^s - a(r)s^℄ = V^ s ,
∂z

(2.22)

where s^ is the droplet volume on entration spe trum - the
volume of droplets of radius r per unit volume of air (units m ³
m -³ µm -± ), and q^s is the turbulent ux of droplets of radius r.
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Assuming that far enough from the sea surfa e both s^ and q^s
vanish, equation (2.22) an be rewritten as
q^s - as^ = -F^s ,

(2.23)

where F^s is the spe trum of the total volume ux Fs of droplets
torn away from breaking waves, whi h is dened as
Fs =

∞

Z

z

Vs dz,

(2.24)

where dimension of Fs is m ³ m -² s -± , and Vs is given by (2.17).
The spe tral distribution of Fs (z) over the droplets size F^s is
imposed by the spe trum of F°s , whi h is dened by (2.19).
Momentum

Similar to the ux of spume droplets Fs , the AFS momentum
ux or the AFS stress τs is introdu ed as
τs (z) = -

Z

z

∞

Π(z)dz

(2.25)

with Π(z) dened by (2.15). Noti e, that τs is dened as
negative sin e it is dire ted downward. The separation stress
is strongly wind speed dependent, is hara terized by the wind
speed exponent being about 5, and rapidly attenuates with
height. With (2.25) the momentum onservation equation
(2.4) integrated over all breaking waves reads
∂
(ρu± u³ + τs ) = °.
∂z

(2.26)

The equation shows that above the mean water surfa e the
sum of the turbulent momentum ux and the momentum ux
supported by the AFS from breaking wave rests is onstant
over height. Equation (2.26) with ρ = ρa has the same form as
proposed by Kukulka et al. (2007), though the relation for τs
used by them is dierent from (2.25).
Well above the sea surfa e at z ≫ k-±b the impa t of sea
droplets on the air density is negligible, ρ ≃ ρa , and the
separation stress vanishes. Thus the turbulent momentum
ux is onstant over height in that layer and equals to -ρa u²* ,
where u* is the fri tion velo ity outside the layer inuen ed by
droplets. Then equation (2.26) takes the following form:
ρa u± u³ + ∆ρs(z)u± u³ + τs (z) = -ρa u²* .

(2.27)

This equation diers from the momentum onservation
equation for the pure uid by the se ond term on the lefthand-side, whi h des ribes the impa t of droplets on the
airow. A ording to (2.27) the relative impa t of droplets is
proportional to σ s. Sin e σ ∝ ρw /ρa ∝ ±°³ , the impa t an be
signi ant for the droplets on entration s ∝ ±°-³ . At height
where the separation stress is negligible, equation (2.27) an
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be rewritten in terms of the lo al fri tion velo ity v²* = -u± u³
v²* = (ρa /ρ)u²* = u²* /(± + σ s)

(2.28)

stating, that the large on entration of droplets results in the
redu tion of the lo al fri tion velo ity. Noti e, that the term
des ribing the ee t of droplets on the momentum balan e
(the se ond term on the left-hand-side of (2.27)), the so- alled
"spray stress", diers from that introdu ed by Andreas (2004).
Though both expressions for the spray stress lead to the
redu tion of the lo al fri tion velo ity, their physi al meaning
is dierent. A ording to Andreas (2004), the spray stress
is a for e required to a elerate sea droplets that appeared in
the airow to the velo ity of the airow. In our model this
for e a ts at the surfa e and leads to tearing o the breaking
rest, generation of droplets and then their a eleration to the
velo ity of the airow.
Equation (2.27) that des ribes the impa t of droplets on the
momentum balan e is onsidered as a general one.
The separation stress (2.25) and the droplets ux (2.24) have
similar verti al distribution, rapidly attenuating with height as
z-³/² at z > ±/kb . The ee t of droplets on the MABL dynami s
results from the a tion of the buoyan y for e on the turbulent
mixing des ribed in terms of the Monin-Obukhov strati ation
length, equation (3.5) below. For heavy droplets the solution of
equation (2.23) is as ≃ Fs , and the strati ation parameter z/Ls
that des ribes the ee t of droplets on the MABL dynami s
attenuates as z-±/² , i.e., mu h slower than τs . Thus the layer
ae ted by the AFS is thinner than the layer ae ted by
droplets. In the ontext of the present study, fo used on the
study of the ee t of droplets on the MABL dynami s, the AFS
is onsidered as a sub-grid pro ess and parameterized through
the aerodynami roughness s ale z° , as suggested by KM01;
and by KM07 for the high wind speed onditions. As shown in
these studies, the ee t of the AFS an be in orporated in the
Charno k roughness s ale onstant h = z° g/u²* . At moderate
to strong wind speed up to u±° = ²° m s -± h grows due to
the strong wind speed dependen e of the AFS, but at higher
wind speed h is saturated due to the sheltering ee t. Thus
the ee t of the AFS is in luded through the aerodynami
roughness pres ribed by the Charno k relation
z° = h u²* /g
with

h

(2.29)

= °.°±´.

It is important to note the following: the aerodynami
roughness z° is dire tly related to the geometri al properties
of the sea surfa e that provide the form drag. A ording to
the model by KM01, the aerodynami roughness z° is related
to the geometri properties of the wind waves expressed in
terms of the saturation spe trum B as (see their equation (28)
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integrated over all dire tions)
Z

ln(π /kz° )Bd ln k + Cs

Z

ln(π /kz° )(us / )² Bd ln k = onst, (2.30)

where Cs is the separation onstant, and us , as before, is the
wind velo ity at the altitude of a breaking rest. The solution of
this equation denes z° as a fun tional of B, whi h, as shown
by Kudryavtsev and Makin (2007), an be parameterized
by (2.29). In the present study the saturation spe trum is
pres ribed by (2.16), whi h at a spe ied referen e wind
speed is not dependent on the MABL strati ation. Therefore,
aiming at the study of the impa t of droplets on the MABL
dynami s, we have to assume that the aerodynami roughness
is independent of strati ation. Though equation (2.30)
predi ts a weak dependen e of z° on strati ation via us , we
nevertheless ignore this fa t and suggest that the aerodynami
roughness is dened by (2.29), where u* is determined by the
referen e onditions, i.e., without spray ee t. An a urate
a ount for the aerodynami properties of the sea surfa e
presumes a solution of the oupled model based on the
momentum onservation equation (2.26) with the AFS ux
dened by (2.25), but that is out of s ope of the present study.
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The model

3.1 Closure hypotheses

In order to lose the mass and momentum onservation
equations (2.2) - (2.5) we follow Barenblat (1953, 1954),
Kolmogorov(1954) and Barenblat and Golitsyn (1974), and
adopt the Kolmogorov-Prandtl losure hypotheses
τ ≡ -ρu± u³

=

-s u³ =

∂U
,
∂z
∂s
,
qK
∂z

ρK

(3.1)
(3.2)

K = le±/² ,
(3.3)
where K is the turbulent vis osity oe ient, q is the inverse
turbulent Prandtl number lose to q = ² (e.g., Taylor et
al. 2002), l is the mixing length, U is the mean horizontal
wind velo ity, and e is the turbulent kineti energy, whi h is
found from the TKE balan e equation. As argued by K06,
the ee t of sea droplets and the temperature strati ation
on turbulen e appears additively. Therefore, results of the
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for the temperature stable
stratied atmospheri boundary layer an be applied to the
sea droplets problem. In this ase, the turbulent vis osity is
dened by (3.3), where e±/² ∝ v* (reminding that v* = |τ /ρ|±/² is
the lo al fri tion velo ity), and the mixing length is
l = κ(z + z° )/Φ,
= ± + bz/Ls ,
(3.4)
where Φ is the mixing length fun tion, b is an empiri al
onstant normally taken as b = µ, ±/Ls = κg(∆ρ/ρ)s u³ /v³* is the
inverse Monin-Obukhov length s ale for the turbulent ow
stratied due to presen e of droplets. In the denition of Ls
the term s u³ represents the total verti al turbulent transport
of droplets. Within the frame of our model this turbulent
transport is a sum of the turbulent ux of droplets (term qs in
equation (2.23)) and the ux of droplets torn o from breaking
rests and inje ted into the airow (term Fs in equation (2.23)).
Using (2.23), the inverse Monin-Obukhov s ale is dened as
Φ(z/Ls )

±

Ls

=κ

∆ρ asg
.
ρ v³*

(3.5)

Noti e, that the denition of Monin-Obukhov s ale (3.5)
diers from a denition by K06 (his equation (21)), where the
turbulent ux of droplets due to the wind tearing o breaking
rests was not taken into a ount.
3.2 Wind and droplets proles and the sea drag

Using the losure s heme (3.2)-(3.4), the governing equations
of the problem (equations (2.23) and (2.27)) take the following
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form:
∂U
∂z

=

v*

κ(z + z° )

(± + bz/Ls )

(3.6)

for momentum (reminding her that the AFS stress τs is taken
into a ount through the aerodynami roughness and the lo al
fri tion velo ity v* is dened by (2.28)) and
∂s
∂z

κ ∂U
ω (s - s* )
v* ∂ z
-ω (± + bz/Ls )(s - s* )/(z + z° ),
ω = a/( q κv* )
entration, where

= -

=
(3.7)
is the
for the droplets on
dimensionless terminal fall velo ity based on the lo al fri tion
velo ity and inverse Prandtl number, and s* = Fs /a is the
dimensionless turbulent ux of droplets due to the wind
tearing o breaking wave rests. The boundary ondition
is spe ied on the sea surfa e z = ° as ∂ s/∂ z = °, whi h is
equivalent to spe ifying s(°) = s* (°). The magnitude of the
dimensionless fall velo ity ω divides sea droplets into two
types: the light droplets with ω < ± that an be ee tively
transported upward by turbulen e, and heavy droplets with
ω > ± that fall down to the water surfa e after their generation
(e.g., Barenblatt, 1996).
Asymptoti

solutions

In ase of light droplets ω ≪ ±, equations (3.6) and (3.7) have
a remarkable solution in the area above wave rests, i.e., above
the layer of droplets generation, where s* = °. At z ≫ z° and
z/Ls ≪ ± the solution is (Prandl 1949)
U(z) = (v* /κ) ln z + onst,
(3.8)
ω
s(z) = sr (zr /z) ,
(3.9)
where sr is the predened on entration at a referen e level zr .
At z/Ls ≫ ± the solution of (3.6) and (3.7) denes the solution
for a saturated ow (Barenblat, 1953; Barenblat and Golitsyn,
1974)
v*
ln z + onst,
(3.10)
U(z) =
κω
v²
s(z) ∝ b q κ² σω ² * .
(3.11)
gz
In this regime the gradient of the airow velo ity is in reased
(sin e ω < ±) with respe t to the ba kground ow, and the
turbulent stress is signi antly suppressed. K06 showed,
that for light droplets with the on entration as pres ribed by
Andreas (2004), the regime of the saturated ow annot be
fullled in real onditions.
In ase of heavy droplets ω ≫ ±, equations (3.6) and (3.7) have
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also a remarkable solution. First, the solution of (3.7) at ω ≫ ±
approximately reads
s(z)  Fs /a

(3.12)

stating that the droplets on entration results from the balan e
of the droplets ux and the gravitational for e; the verti al
transport by turbulen e being not e ient. At height above
z = ±/kb the droplets ux approximately equals to
Fs  s u±°



v*
gz

³/²
²

.

(3.13)

The strati ation parameter z/Ls is z/Ls  κ s σ u±° /(gz) , and
the velo ity gradient (3.6) reads
±/²

∂U
∂z


v* 
± + L u±° /(gz)±/² ,
κz



(3.14)

where L = ²/³κσ s b is a onstant absorbing other model
onstants. The solution for heavy droplets shows that the
droplets on entration de reases with height as z-³/² . The
wind velo ity shear above rests of shortest breaking waves
at z > ±/kb in reases with the wind speed; that results in
a eleration of the airow due to the suppression of the
turbulent mixing.
General solutions

Most of droplets are produ ed by the wind tearing o breaking
rests. These spume droplets are rather large, with the
mean radius of about 180 µm, and they an be treated as
heavy droplets with ω  ±° (e.g., Figure 2 from K06). We
may anti ipate, that at some height inside the logarithmi
boundary layer the on entration of sea droplets be omes so
small that the strati ation parameter bz/L ≪ ±. In this ase,
droplets do not lo ally ae t the wind velo ity shear (3.6),
and the momentum ux equals ρa u²* . Using (2.28) and (A.7),
equation (3.6) an be rewritten as
∂U
∂z

u*
=
(± + bz/Ls ) =
κ(z + z° )
u*
(3.15)
=
[(ρa /ρ)±/² + bz/Ls° ),
κ(z + z° )
where Ls° is the Monin-Obukhov length s ale that unlike (3.5)
is dened for the outer fri tion velo ity u* as
κσ gsa
±
= ³ .
(3.16)
Ls°
u*


ρa
ρ

±/²

Correspondingly, the wind velo ity prole and the resistan e
law, relating the fri tion velo ity in the outer region to the
wind speed, apparently follow from (3.15) and read
κU(z)/u*



=

Z

z+z°
z°



(± + σ s)-±/² +

12

b(z - z° )
d ln z
Ls°

The model
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and
#-²

b(z - z° )
Cdh ≡ (u* /Uh ) = κ
(± + σ s) +
d ln z ,(3.18)
Ls°
z°
where z = z + z° is the integration variable, Cdh is the drag
oe ient at level h, where the spume droplets on entration
is so negligibly small that h/Ls° ≪ ±. It is also onvenient to
rewrite equations (3.17) and (3.18) in the following form:
κU(z)/u*

"Z

h



²

²

= ln(

z + z°
)+
z°

and

Z

z+z°

z°

h
ln( ) +
z°

"

Cdh ≡ (u* /Uh ) = κ

²

²

where



-±/²

[R +

b(z - z° )
℄d ln z
Ls°

b(z - z° )
)d ln z
[R +
Ls°
z°

Z

h

R = (± + σ s)-±/² - ±

(3.19)
#-²

, (3.20)
(3.21)

is the spray stress fa tor des ribing the impa t of droplets
on the wind prole and the drag oe ient through the
redistribution of the momentum ux between air and droplets.
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) learly show, that when the ee t
of sea droplets on the turbulen e mixing is ignored (terms
with z/Ls° in (3.19) and (3.20) are omitted), the stri tly negative
spray stress fa tor R results in the de rease of the wind
velo ity, as ompared to the logarithmi distribution, and
in rease of the drag oe ient. Contrary, when the droplets
on entration is small enough so that σ s ≪ ± and the spray
stress fa tor is vanishing, the equations des ribe the in rease
of the wind velo ity and de rease of the drag oe ient.
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) dene the problem if the distribution of the droplets on entration s(z) with height and over size
is known. For that we need to solve equation (3.7) with (2.24)
obeying the surfa e boundary ondition ∂ s/∂ z = ° at z = °. The
solution reads
s^(z) = s^* (z) +
where z = z + z° .

Z

z
z°

 Z

exp -

z
ζ

ωΦd ln ζ 



a-± V^ s dζ ,

(3.22)

To resume: equations (3.19), (3.20) and (3.22), with the ux
of droplets torn away from breaking rests given by (2.24)
with (2.17), represent the losed oupled system des ribing
the generation of sea droplets, their distribution over size
and height, and the ee t of droplets on the MABL dynami s
and the surfa e drag. In se tion 4.2 results of the model
al ulation based on a solution of this oupled system will be
shown.
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Results

4.1 Solution for the droplets spray generation
fun tion spe ied empiri ally

Fs (z) = s u´* exp(-·z/Hs ),

It was found that the ee t of the droplets ux dened by
(4.1) and the spe tral uto at r° = ²°° µm on the MABL is
negligible and thus not shown here. Andreas (2004) ame to
the similar on lusion. To magnify the ee t, he suggested
a heuristi SGF, whi h has the same form as (4.1) but with
onstant s amplied in 10-times. In this paper the spe tral
SGF is used. It ould be anti ipated, that the main drawba k
of the empiri al SGF is a la k of its knowledge of the largest
generated droplets. The empiri al uto of the SGF at r° = ²°°
µm presumes that droplets of a larger radius were not tra ed
at the altitude of measurements be ause they are heavy, not
transported by turbulen e upward and fall down to the surfa e
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±/²
where s is a onstant, Hs = ´m°°
is the signi ant wave
height, and u* is the fri tion velo ity well above Hs . Noti e,
that equation (4.1) was originally proposed by Andreas (2004)
for the droplets on entration. In this study we interpret
the proposed relation in terms of the droplets ux Fs = as,
assuming that droplets are not mandatory linked to the surfa e
waves but an be transported upward by turbulen e. In this
ontext Fs (z) is equivalent to the model droplets ux (2.24), and
values of Fs (z) at the surfa e are equivalent to the denition of
the standard SGF. Thus onstant s = ³  ±°-· orresponds to
one proposed by Andreas (2004). The model distribution of
droplets over the radius in the droplets ux Fs is proportional
to ∝ r ² (equation (2.19)) and, as argued by KM09, orresponds
to the spe tral shape of the empiri al SGF. Therefore, we
suggest that the spe tral distribution of Fs , dened by (4.1),
is similar to the model one and has the shape ³r ² /r°² , where
r° is the spe tral uto of the SGF. To simulate the empiri al
SGF proposed by Andreas (2004) the spe tral uto should
be hosen at r° = ²°° µm. In this subse tion we onsider the
model predi tion for the SGF pres ribed empiri ally by (4.1)
with the spe tral distribution ³r ² /r°² .



2
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Equations (3.19) and (3.20) dene the problem if the distribution of the droplets on entration s(z) with height and over
size is known. For that we an solve equation (3.7) with (2.24)
of the oupled sea droplets-atmosphere model or use some
empiri al distribution of the droplets on entration (or the
spray generation fun tion (SGF)). For the illustrative purpose
the latter possibility is rst hosen. Following Andreas (2004)
the volume ux of droplets Fs is spe ied as

Figure 1: Empiri ally spe ied spray generation fun tion. a) The wind
prole U(z)/U(h), solid line - the spray stress and the strati ation ee t are
a ounted for; dashed-dotted line - only the spray stress is a ounted for;
dashed line - the referen e run (no spray ee t); b) The dimensionless wind
shear prole dened by (3.15), line types - as in a); ) The mixture density
ρ/ρa prole, line types- as in a). Wind speed at the referen e level h = 100
m is Uh = 60 m s -1 .

on e generated. Therefore, we suggest to in rease the uto
radius r° keeping however the SGF spe trum in the range
±° < r < ±°² µm on the original level. The modied onstant s
in (4.1) be omes to be dependent on the hoi e of r° and reads
-· ³ ³
s = ³  ±° r° /r°° , where r°° =200 µm is the original uto.
Following the experimental nding by Anguelova et al. (1999)
we assume that the maximal radius of spume droplets is of
order O(1000) µm. The model al ulations with r° taken at
1000 µm are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for the wind
speed Uh = ¶° m s -± spe ied at the referen e level h = ±°°
m. Noti e that spe ifying s and r° , we do not intend to t the
model results to any observations be ause these al ulations
are performed for the illustrative purpose only.
Dashed-dotted lines in the Figures orrespond to the model
al ulation when the ee t of droplets on the turbulen e
mixing is ignored (terms ontaining z/Ls° in (3.19) and (3.20)
are omitted). This ase is analogous to one des ribed by the
Andreas's (2004) model that a ounts for the spray stress only.
The presen e of droplets results in the de rease of the wind
shear in the whole layer as ompared to the referen e run (no
droplets ee t), where the dimensionless shear equals one,
(Figure 1b). As a onsequen e, the wind velo ity is de elerated
with respe t to the referen e run shown in Figure 1a by a
dashed line. Droplets signi antly ae t the mixture density,
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Figure 2: Empiri ally spe ied spray generation fun tion. a) The drag
oe ient at 10-m height and b) the drag oe ient at the surfa e versus
the wind speed u10 ; line types - as in Figure 1a.

Figure 1 ; at the surfa e it ex eeds the density of air more
than in 1.5-times. The presen e of droplets enhan es the
dynami al stress τ = ρv²* in the MABL. At onsidered wind
speed it is in reased approximately in 1.5 times. Sin e ρv²* is
onstant over height, the lo al kinemati stress v²* varies with
z following the prole of ρa /ρ, equation (2.28). At the upper
level it is amplied by a fa tor 1.5, and at the surfa e it is
redu ed by a fa tor 0.75 relative to the referen e value. Noti e,
that a ording to (4.1) the spray on entration depends on
the fri tion velo ity in the outer region above the spray layer.
Therefore, the enhan ement of the shear stress results in the
enhan ed produ tion of droplets, whi h at Uh = ¶° m s -± leads
to almost 2-times in rease of the mixture density.
Solid lines in Figure 1 show model results when both the
spray stress and the ee t of droplets on strati ation of
the turbulent ow are in luded. The ee t of droplets on
strati ation results in the in rease of the wind velo ity
shear, Figure 1b, and in the signi ant modi ation of the
wind velo ity prole. The wind speed is a elerated at the
upper levels and is de elerated near the surfa e due to the
suppression of the turbulen e mixing. The redu tion of the
wind stress relative to the referen e and the spray-stress-only
ases, in turn, results in a smaller produ tion of droplets, as
ompared to the previous ase. Thus the spray stress be omes
negligible.
In Figure 2 the drag oe ient at 10-m height dened
as Cd±° = (u* /u±° )² and the drag oe ient at the surfa e
Cds = (v*s /u±° )² , where v*s is the fri tion velo ity at the surfa e,
are shown. When the ee t of droplets on strati ation is
ignored, the presen e of droplets results in the in rease of Cd±°
as ompared to the referen e run. The surfa e drag oe ient
Cds exhibits some suppression at highest wind speeds. This
suppression is arti ial sin e the dynami al stress a ting on
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the sea surfa e ρv²*s is amplied due to the in rease of the
mixture density. When the ee t of droplets on the MABL
dynami s through strati ation is a ounted for, a strong
redu tion of both Cd±° and Cds is found. The magnitude of
the redu tion is omparable with one reported by Powell et al.
(2002).
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x 10

0
0

boundary layer at high wind

Thus droplets an impa t the MABL dynami s in two ways: by
hanging the mixture density near the surfa e (the spray stress
ee t) and by hanging strati ation of the MABL; the latter
being mu h more e ient. The ee t of spray stress leads to
de eleration of the wind speed and the enhan ement of the
drag oe ient that ontradi ts to observations by Powell et al.
(2002). The impa t of spray on the MABL dynami s through
the ee t of strati ation leads to the redu tion of the drag
oe ient as was observed by Powell et al. (2002). In the
following se tion this ee t is investigated on the basis of the
oupled droplets-atmosphere model.
4.2 Solution of the oupled sea droplets-atmosphere
model

Sin e the des ription of droplets generation in the model
was revised with respe t to KM09, the parameters have to
be redened, and the predi tion of droplets generation is
ompared with available data. A omprehensive review of the
available empiri al spume SGFs are given by Andreas (2002).
It an be seen that the empiri al SGFs dier from ea h other
on several orders (more than 5) of magnitude. A plausible
ause of su h dieren e is that all of the fun tions are based
on measurements taken in a limited range of the radius, the
wind speed and at dierent heights above the sea level. All
of them are extrapolated then to a larger radius, larger wind
speed and the surfa e using some heuristi arguments. An
example of the empiri al SGF proposed by Andreas (1998)
and Smith and Harrison (1998) in terms of the spe tral SGF
for the wind speed u±° of 20 m s -± and 30 m s -± is shown in
Figure 3.

These data are used to determine the model onstants s and
r in the droplets produ tion sour e Vs dened by (2.17)(2.20) and the ux of droplets Fs dened by (2.24). The latter
quantity is equivalent to the SGF measured at the surfa e.
Noti e, that all of the SGF measurements are made at a given
altitude well above the surfa e. We argue, that droplets of
the maximal radius ould not be measured be ause they
have a large terminal fall velo ity, thus annot be transported
upward by turbulen e and immediately fall ba k to the surfa e
on e generated. This fa t ould explain a rapid uto of the
empiri al spe tral SGF shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the
empiri al SGFs annot provide us with reliable estimate of the
maximal radius of spume droplets. It is mentioned, however,
that laboratory measurements by Anguelova et al. (1999)
revealed the generation of spume droplets with the radius of
few millimeters.
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Figure 3: Spray generation fun tion as a fun tion of the droplets radius
for the wind speed u10 a) 20 m s -1 and b) 30 m s -1 . Solid line, the model;
dashed line, Smith and Harrison (1998); dashed-dotted line, Andreas
(1998).

The modeled ux Fs at the surfa e al ulated a ording
equation (2.24) with onstants s = ±°-µ and r = ´.´ is shown in
Figure 3. The value of r gives the maximal radius of generated
droplets about rb = ±¹°° µm at 20 m s -± and rb = ±±°° µm at
30 m s -± . That orresponds to data reported by Anguelova et
al. (1999). The value of s provides the level of the model
SGF orresponding to the level of empiri al SGFs. Noti e,
that at small r the model SGF has the same slope r ² as the
empiri al fun tions. However, at large radii around r ≃ µ°°
µm the empiri al SGFs have a rapid drop, while the model SGF
has the uto at the maximal radius rb , whi h is wind speed
dependent. The apparent dis repan y between the model and
the empiri al SGF at large radii results from the fa t that the
model SGF is dened at the surfa e, while the empiri al SGF is
derived from measurements at some altitude. Large and heavy
droplets being generated at the surfa e annot be transported
aloft by turbulen e and are not tra eable at that levels.
The wind velo ity prole at Uh = 70 m s -± (h = ±°° m) and the
verti al distribution of the dimensionless wind shear dened
by (3.15) and (3.16) are shown in Figure 4. Horizontal thin
dashed lines in Figure 4b indi ate from top to down the altitude
of breaking rests of the peak waves (z = ±/kp ) and rests of
shortest breaking waves (z = ±/kb ). The maximal value of the
wind shear is lo ated approximately at the altitudes wherein
droplets torn o from rests of the shortest breaking waves are
inje ted, i.e., at z  ±/kb . Contribution of breaking of dominant
waves is small. Comparing the solid and dashed lines in
Figure 4b one an on lude that the impa t of the mixture
density on the wind shear is not negligible, but the dominant
ee t of droplets on the wind prole is due to their impa t
on strati ation and suppression of the turbulent mixing. In
the layer z > ±/kb the wind shear ex eeds the ba kground one,
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Figure 4: a) Wind prole U(z)/U(h); solid line, with spray; dashed line,
without spray. b) Prole of the dimensionless wind shear dened by (3.15);
solid line, with spray; dashed line, without spray; dashed-dotted line, the
spray stress is swit hed o; thin dashed lines, altitudes from top to bottom
z = 1/kp and z = 1/kb . Uh = 70 m s -1 .

thus the wind speed is a elerated in this layer and deviates
from the referen e run, Figure 4a. That in turn results in the
redu tion of the dynami al stress as ompared to the referen e
run. For the wind speed onsidered the stress is redu ed in
10-times.
Figure 5 shows the verti al distribution of the droplets
on entration s, the dimensionless ux of droplets due to the
wind tearing o breaking wave rests s* = Fs /a and the mixture
density ρ/ρa . The maximum of droplets on entration and
the mixture density is lo ated at the surfa e. The density of
the air-water mixture is onsiderably in reased; at onsidered
wind speed it is amplied in 4-times with respe t to the density
of air. A ording to equation (2.28) ρ/ρa = u²* /v²* so that the
distribution of the mixture density hara terizes the verti al
distribution of the kinemati stress v²* . Near the surfa e,
where spume droplets are produ ed, the kinemati stress is
onsiderably suppressed as ompared to the outer layer stress
u²* . However, the dynami al stress ρv²* is onstant over height
and equals its value in the outer layer ρa u²* .
The prole of s* (z) represents the approximate solution of the
mass onservation equation resulting from the balan e of the
spume droplets produ tion by tearing o rests of breaking
waves and their fall down due to the gravitational for e (see
equation(3.12)). The prole of s(z) is lose to s* (z) in the area
where most of spume droplets are produ ed, i.e., in the layer
z < ±/kp . Above this layer the droplets on entration prole s(z)
deviates from s* (z) due to the in reasing role of the turbulent
transport of droplets.
The spe trum of the droplets on entration at dierent heights
above the surfa e is shown in Figure 6. Very light droplets
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Figure 5: a) Prole of the droplets on entration s, solid line; prole of the
dimensionless ux of droplets due to the wind tearing o breaking wave
rests s* = Fs /a, dashed line. b) Prole of the mixture density ρ/ρa . Thin
dashed lines, as in Figure 4b. Uh = 70 m s -1 .
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Figure 6: Spe tra of the droplets on entration at dierent heights; lines
from top to bottom orrespond to heights: at the surfa e, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m,
20 m, 50 m, 100 m. Uh = 70 m s -1 .

hara terized by a parameter ω ≡ a/κv* ≪ ± penetrate the
whole MABL as predi ted by the asymptoti solution (3.8).
Being generated by all breaking waves light droplets are
ee tively transported upward by turbulen e away from the
layer, where they were generated. Therefore, the verti al
distribution of light droplets does not dependent on the
verti al prole of Fs (z), and the magnitude of light droplets
on entration is dened by a value of Fs at the surfa e. The
larger the dimensionless terminal fall velo ity ω the more rapid
attenuation of the droplets on entration is. Largest droplets
with ω > ± are not ee tively transported by turbulen e. Thus
their on entration essentially depends on the verti al prole
of the spume droplets produ tion. The heaviest droplets at
the surfa e dominate the spe trum of the on entration, but
their on entration rapidly de reases with height following
the verti al prole of the spume droplets ux from breaking
waves. Under these onditions the on entration of largest
droplets de reases two orders of magnitude in the rst 2 m
and above 20 m these droplets are not tra eable.
A standard representation of the model results in terms of the
drag oe ient at 10-m height, Cd±° , is shown in Figure 7. The
referen e values al ulated using Charno k relation (2.29) is
shown by the dashed line. The drag oe ient starts to deviate
from the referen e run at wind the speed above 20 m s -± , and
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Figure 7: a) Drag oe ient and b) fri tion velo ity versus the wind speed
at 10-m height. Solid line, a ording to the resistan e law (3.20), droplets
ee ts are a ounted for; dashed line, referen e run a ording the Charno k
relation (2.29), no droplets ee ts. Open ir les, data by Powell (2006),
ompiled from his gure 7, layer 20-160 m; open squares, data by Powell
et al (2003), ompiled from their gure 3, layer 20-150 m; the 95%
onden e limits on experimental estimates are indi ated by verti al lines.
Dotted line, tted quadrati urve to the empiri al data by Jarosz et al.
(2007), their gure 3.

at u±° > ³° m s -± it rapidly drops to very low values. The fri tion
velo ity peaks at about 40 m s -± and with further in rease in
the wind speed tends to de rease also.
The model results are ompared with data reported by Powell
et al. (2003) and Powell (2006). We remind, that the
experimental values of Cd±° , u* and z° were obtained from
wind proles measured by releasing GPS drop wind sondes.
The proles were analyzed in several layers to get reliable
estimates; the estimates based on the 20-160 m surfa e layer
are onsidered most reliable. These estimates are shown in
Figure 7 as well. Powell et al. (2003) analyzed 331 proles of
GPS sondes dropped in 15 storms in the period 1997-1999.
Their analysis determined a leveling o of the surfa e stress
and the drag oe ient at the wind speed ex eeding ³´ m s -±
and a redu tion in the roughness length. Report by Powell
(2006) extends this analysis to 2664 GPS sondes proles
from the period 1997-2005. The range of the wind speed was
extended up to 80 m s -± . Extended data set shows a de rease
of the drag oe ient to a value of about 0.5 10-³ above the
wind speed of 40 m s -± in good agreement with the present
model results. The model results are also in agreement with
measurements by Jarosz et al. (2007) shown by a dotted line
in the same gure.
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A model des ribing the impa t of o ean spray on the dynami s
of the marine atmospheri boundary layer (MABL) in onditions of very high (hurri ane) wind speeds is onstru ted.
It is based on a lassi al theory of the motion of suspended
parti les in a turbulent ow of in ompressible uid. The
only dieren e with the lassi al formulation is that the mass
on entration of droplets is onsidered to be not mandatory
small. Thus terms ontaining the mass on entration are
not negle ted in the momentum onservation equation (the
non-Boussinesq approximation). The derived onservation
equations for mass and momentum take into a ount the dual
ee t of wave breaking on the MAL dynami s: the generation
of spume droplets and the ee t of the air ow separation.
The impa t of spume droplets on the airow is modeled by the
sour e term in orporated into the mass onservation equation.
The model of the spume droplets produ tion assumes that
droplets being torn o from rests of breaking wind waves are
inje ted into the airow at the altitude of these breaking waves.
The pulverization of the water/foam into droplets takes pla e
in a thin boundary layer adja ent to ea h of the breaking wave
rest. Adopting Kolmogorov's (1949) ideas it is shown that
the distribution of droplets over the radius in the range from
10 µm to few millimeters inside the jet is proportional to the
radius to the power 2. That is onsistent with measurements.
The total volume produ tion of droplets is related to the
length of wave breaking fronts, where the main ontribution is
oming from breaking of the equilibrium range of wind waves.
The overall produ tion of spume droplets (integrated over
the droplets radius) is proportional to the wind speed to the
power 4, while the rate of the generation of spume droplets of
a given radius (the spe trum of the spray generation fun tion)
depends on the wind speed to the power 7.
Sea droplets as a heavy parti les suspended in the airow lead
to the deviation of the air-droplets mixture density from the
air density. That ae ts the MABL dynami s in two ways: via
redistribution of the momentum between droplets and air and
via the impa t of droplets on the turbulent mixing through
strati ation. The former me hanism naturally enters the
governing momentum onservation equation written in the
non-Boussinesq approximation. The latter me hanism enters
the problem via the ee t of droplets on the buoyan y for e in
the TKE balan e and is parameterized through the extension of
the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for the stably stratied
boundary layer.
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Con lusions

Parameters of the spray generation were hosen so that to t
the empiri al data as reported by Andreas (1998). It is shown
that at high wind speeds the tearing o shortest breaking
wave rests results in the appearan e of a sheet of spray near
the surfa e, where the density of the droplets-air mixture an
ex eed the air density in few times. At altitudes above rests
of shortest breaking waves the density rapidly attenuates with
in reasing height. The behavior of the spe trum of droplets
on entration with height essentially depends on the size of
droplets. Light droplets with dimensionless fall velo ity ω < ±
are ee tively transported upward by turbulen e, and their
verti al distribution does not depend on the verti al prole
of the droplets produ tion. Contrarily, heavy droplets with
ω ≫ ± ould not be transported by turbulen e aloft and fall
ba k to the surfa e; their on entration essentially depends on
the verti al prole of the produ tion of droplets and rapidly
de reases with height.
A su ient deviation of the mixture density from the air
density results in the redistribution of the momentum between
droplets and air; that, in turn, leads to the de eleration of the
airow in the near surfa e layer, where the on entration
of droplets is maximal. This me hanism alone, without
a ounting for the impa t of droplets on strati ation, leads to
the in rease of the dynami al surfa e stress that is equivalent
to the enhan ement of the sea surfa e drag. The lo al fri tion
velo ity v* is however de reased, whi h may be mistakenly
treated as the suppression of the surfa e drag. It is emphasized
that only the dynami al stress τ = ρv²* has the physi al meaning.
The main impa t of droplets on the MABL dynami s omes
from their ee t on the turbulent mixing through strati ation.
Contrary to the spray stress ee t onned to a very thin near
surfa e layer, the ee t of spray via strati ation spans higher
layers and dominates the overall impa t of spray on the
MABL. The ee t of droplets via this me hanism results in
the suppression of the turbulent mixing and the momentum
ux in the MABL and, as a onsequen e, to the a eleration
of the wind velo ity and suppression of the sea surfa e drag.
It is shown that the drag oe ient levels o at the wind
speed around 30 m s -± and further de reases with in reasing
wind speed. At the wind speed of about 60 m s -± the drag
oe ient is onsiderably redu ed demonstrating the ee t
of the "slippery surfa e". These features are in agreement
with re ent experimental data by Powell et al. (2003), Powell
(2006) and Jaroz et al. (2007) a quired in hurri anes.
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Appendix A
Governing Mass and Momentum Conservation Equations
The lassi al equations des ribing the dynami s of the turbu- and (A.9) are redu ed to
lent ow with suspended heavy parti les are introdu ed here
ρυ3 ≡ ρ  u3 - ρw sa + △ρs u3 = 0
(A.10)
following Monin and Yaglom (1971). These equations are
then used for the onstru tion of a "semi-empiri al" model
u3 - sa = 0.
(A.11)
des ribing the mass and momentum onservation between
Equation (A.10) states that the verti al ux of mass of the
wave rests and troughs.
mixture is zero, and equation (A.11) shows that the verti al
velo ity of the air should ompensate the terminal fall velo ity
The velo ity of the mixture is dened as the weighted average of droplets. Adding these equations the mass onservation
over the mass value of the air and droplets velo ities
equation for droplets is obtained
υj =

ρa (1 - s) a ρw s w
ρw s
uj +
u = uaj aδj3 ,
ρ
ρ j
ρ

(A.1)

where the se ond equality follows from (1.1) and (2.1). In the
turbulent ow ea h of the quantities f is represented as a sum
of its mean value f and its random u tuation f  : f = f + f  .
Throughout the study we shall use the ommonly a epted
rules for the averaging of the governing equations for the
turbulent ow.
A.1

Mass balan e

Basi

equations

The equations of the mass balan e for the air ow and droplets
read
∂
∂
[ρa (1 - s)℄ + [ρa (1 - s)uaj ℄
∂t
∂ xj
∂
∂
(ρw s) + [ρw s(uaj - aδj3 )℄
∂t
∂ xj

= 0,

(A.2)

= 0.
(A.3)
Here x1,2 are the horizontal oordinates, x3 is the verti al oordinate repla ed in the main text by z. Adding these equations
results in the equation of the mass balan e for the mixture
∂ρ ∂ρυj
+
= 0,
∂t
∂ xj

(A.4)

and dividing these equations onsequently by ρa and ρw and
adding them gives the ontinuity equation for the mixture
∂ a
[u - saδj3 ℄ = 0.
∂ xj j

(A.5)

Under stationary and spatially homogenous onditions averaged equations (A.4) and (A.5) with use of
= △ρs ,
ρ = △ρs + ρa ,
where △ρ = ρw - ρa , read
ρ

(A.6)
(A.7)

∂ρυ3
∂
[ρ  u3 - ρw sa + △ρs u3 ℄ = 0,
≡
(A.8)
∂ x3
∂ x3
∂
(A.9)
[u3 - sa℄ = 0.
∂ x3
ux of the droplets
In (A.8) and (A.9) s u3 is the turbulent

on entration, and hereinafter we drop a supers ript "a" from

ua3 = u3 . Far above the o ean surfa e the droplets on entration,

its ux and the air verti al velo ity turn to zero, therefore (A.8)
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s u3 - sa(1 - s) = 0.

(A.12)

The equation is valid above the wave rests, i.e., above the layer
where the produ tion of droplets takes pla e. In the o ean
spume droplets are the main sour e of o ean spray at high
wind speeds (Andreas, 1998; 2002). They are generated by the
wind tearing o breaking wave rests. Being torn away from the
breaking rest spume droplets are embedded into the airow
at the height of the breaking wave. K06 suggested to treat the
pro ess of the spume droplets generation as the volume sour e
of droplets elevated above the surfa e.
Volume produ tion of droplets

Let us onsider the mass balan e in the domain ζ (t, xα ) < x3 < hb ,
where x3 = ζ (t, xα ) is the sea surfa e displa ement by the narrow
band wind waves with the wavenumber in the range from k to
k + dk, and hb is the height of the breaking rest. The surfa e
horizontal u1,2 and verti al u3 velo ities ould be written in the
form
= uζα + uα ,
u3 = uζ3 + u3 + u3 ,
where the supers ript ζ indi ates the wave orbital surfa e
velo ity obeying the surfa e kinemati boundary ondition
uζ3 = ∂ζ /∂ t + uζα ∂ζ /∂ xα, u3 is the mean verti al air velo ity
asso iated with the terminal fall velo ity of droplets, and u
is the random velo ity asso iated with the surfa e disruption
(tearing) due to the generation of droplets.
uα

The integral mass balan e equation below breaking wave rests
an be found by the integration of equation (A.4) from the
surfa e ζt,xα to the level x3 = hb just above wave breaking rests.
Performing the ensemble averaging and assuming stationary
and spatially homogenous onditions we obtain
-(ρ un )ζ - (ρ  u3 )ζ + ρw asζ + ρυ3 |x3 =hb = 0,

(A.13)

where un is the air velo ity omponent normal to the surfa e,
and sζ is the mean on entration of droplets at the surfa e.
The rst term in (A.13) des ribes the inje tion of droplets into
the airow from the sea surfa e, whi h o urs predominantly
from breaking wave rests at x3 = hb . Performing the same
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operations with the ontinuity equation (A.5) we obtain u3ζ = asζ
at the surfa e. Substituting this relation into (A.13) and taken
into a ount (A.6)-(A.7) the mass onservation equation reads
-∆ρ(s un )ζ + ∆ρasζ (1 - sζ ) + ρυ3 |x3 =hb = 0.

(A.14)

Sin e the mass ux above the wave rests is vanished
ρυ3 |x3 =hb = 0, see equation (A.10), equation (A.14) des ribes
the obvious fa t that all droplets inje ted from the surfa e
inevitably fall ba k to the water
(s un )ζ - asζ (1 - sζ ) = 0.

(A.15)

We onsider the mean airow in the Cartesian oordinate
system above the mean water surfa e x3 = 0. As stated above
droplets are inje ted from breaking rests well above the mean
water surfa e. Therefore, the droplets ux an by no means be
treated as a ux through the water surfa e x3 = 0; it is spread
over the height 0 < x3 < hb . The dynami s of the turbulent
ow with suspended parti les between breaking wave rests
and troughs is ompli ated and we are not aware of any model
approa h des ribing su h problem. Therefore, we shall study
this problem on a semi-empiri al level. We assume that both
the turbulent ux s u3 and the on entration s of droplets varies
ontinually in the layer 0 < x3 < hb from their values at x3 = hb
to that at x3 = 0. The turbulent ux of droplets at x3 = 0 must
be vanished as it was suggested that droplets are produ ed
at x3 = hb . Simulating produ tion of droplets as a jet lo ated
at x3 = hb , we introdu e a dierential equation des ribing the
distribution of droplets in the layer 0 < x3 < hb in the following
form
∂  
(s u3 - as) = Fs δ (x3 - hb )
∂ x3

(A.16)

with the surfa e boundary ondition s u3 = 0 at x3 = 0. Here
Fs = (s un )ζ is the volume ux of spume droplets from breaking
wave rests, δ (x ) is the Dira delta fun tion, and terms ontaining s2 are negle ted be ause s ≪ 1. Equation (A.16) being
integrated from x3 = 0 to innity redu es to (A.15), and from
x3 = hb to innity - to (A.12). We onsider equation (A.16) as the
mass onservation equation valid in the whole domain below
and above wave rests.
A.2

Momentum balan e

The horizontal momentum onservation equation for the uid
with suspended parti les in terms of the mixture density ρ and
the mixture velo ity υj dened by (1.1) and (A.1) is similar to the
orresponding equation for the pure uid (Monin and Yaglom
1971)
∂
∂
(ρυα ) + [ρυα υj + pδαj - σαj ℄ = 0,
∂t
∂ xj

(A.17)

where p is the total pressure and σij is the tensor of the vis ous
stress.
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Above wave

rests

Performing the ensemble average of (A.17) and assuming
stationary and spatially homogenous onditions we obtain the
following equation valid above the wave rests
∂
[ρu u + (ρ  u1  u3 + u1 ρ u3 - ρw as  u1 )℄ = 0,
∂ x3 1 3

(A.18)

where terms ontaining se ond and third moments of the
density u tuation and the horizontal velo ity u tuation, i.e.,
ρ u1 u3 , ρ u1 u3 and ρw as u1 , as well as the vis ous stress are
negle ted. Due to equations (A.6), (A.7) and (A.10) the terms
en losed in parenthesis in (A.18) are an eled and it is redu ed
to
∂
(ρu1 u3 ) = 0,
∂ x3

(A.19)

i.e. the turbulent stress is onstant over height: ρu1 u3 = onst.
Between wave

rests and troughs

The integral momentum balan e equation of the mixture below
the breaking rests an be found by the integration of equation
(A.17) from the sea surfa e x3 = ζ to the level x3 = hb . After
the ensemble average and assuming stationary and spatially
homogenous onditions we obtain
-ρ(u0α + uα )(un + u3 - ρw /ρ  as|z=ζ + p∂ζ /∂ xα|z=ζ + ρuα v3 |z=hb = 0.
(A.20)
Taking into a ount that ρ(un + u3 - ρw /ρ  as|z=ζ = 0 (sin e the
mass ux through the surfa e is zero, see equation (A.10)) and
negle ting the third order moments and the horizontal ux of
droplets at the surfa e, equation (A.20) is redu ed to
-ρuα un |x3 =ζ + p∂ζ /∂ xα|x3 =ζ + ρuα u3 |x3 =hb = 0.

(A.21)

This equation shows that the momentum ux at the surfa e is
supported by the tangential stress and the form drag, and that
the ee t of droplets appears expli itly through the mixture
density ρ.
The form drag is supported by the momentum ux to a regular
or streamlined wavy surfa e by the non-separated sheltering
me hanism (Bel her and Hunt 1993) and by the separation of
the air ow from breaking waves (KM01, Makin and Kudryavtsev
2002). Short waves provide the main ontribution to the form
drag, as shown by Makin and Kudryavtsev (2003). These short
waves are distributed uniformly along the sea surfa e and the
stress they support ould be treated as the for e a ting on
the mean surfa e. For high wind speeds a signi ant part of
the stress is supported by the separation of the air ow (e.g.,
Figure 5 from KM07). The separation of the airow results in
the a tion of the pressure drop ∆ps on the forward side of a
breaking wave. As shown by KM01, this omponent of the form
drag supported by wind waves in the wavenumber range from
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k to k + dk reads
p∂ζ /∂ xα|z=ζ = ∆ps hb Lb ,

(A.22)

where Lb is the length of wave breaking rests per unit surfa e
area. Following the same approa h as was used for the derivation of the droplets onservation equation (A.16), we onsider
the airow separation stress as a stress uniformly distributed
in the layer 0 < x3 < hb . Then the momentum onservation
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equation, whi h is valid above and below breaking rests, takes
the form
∂
(ρu1 u3 ) = -∆ps hb Lb δ (x3 - hb ).
∂ x3

(A.23)

At x3 > hb this equation is redu ed to (A.19), and being integrated from some level above hb to the surfa e it redu es to
(A.21).

